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Photovoltaics are one of the potential candidates in response to the challenge of seeking other replaceable, lowcost, and environmentally-friendly power sources owing to the increasing worldwide energy demand. Compared with crystalline silicon solar cells, thin film solar cells offer the benefits of reduced materials and processing costs, but a limitation in all thin-film solar-cell technologies is that the absorbance of near-bandgap light is small, where a thicker layer is needed for a better absorption. However, the thicker absorption layer usually increases the nonradiative recombination rates and reduces the carrier collection efficiency. Therefore, several light trapping geometries such as gratings, [1] [2] [3] nanoholes, 4-7 nanoparticles, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] nanodomes, 15, 16 and random textures [17] [18] [19] have been demonstrated to enhance the absorption of the solar spectrum with a thinner semiconductor layer. By incorporating the nanopattern directly into the back contact of the cell, the back textured geometry will scatter light in the longer wavelength range of the spectrum and couple incompletely absorbed light into waveguide modes of the structure. 20 For example, Haug et al. 1 used one-dimensional grating to increase light scattering at the periodically textured interface. Ferry et al. 4, 9 utilized the soft nanoimprint lithography to fabricate two-dimensional square silver hole and dot arrays, and both textured cells were found to show absorption enhancement on the red part of the spectrum. Hsu et al. 15 experimentally investigated the influence of the back reflector morphology on both the optical and electrical cell performance by using nanosphere lithography to fabricate vertical nanopillars, convex nanodomes, and concave nanocones cells. In addition, the coaxial hole structure fabricated in a metal film is also expected to have a large absorption enhancement due to the excitation of the localized Fabry-Perot plasmon modes within the cavity. [20] [21] [22] [23] In this research, we numerically studied a photonic-plasmonic nanostructure called anti-ring arrays as the back reflector for a-Si:H solar cells, where the anti-ring structure is comprised of a nanodome centered inside a nanohole. Compared with the conventional nanohole back reflector, the anti-ring cell has a better red light absorption owing to the large-angle scattering caused by the nanodome structure. 24 Besides, the fabrication process for the anti-ring arrays is similar to that for the nanohole arrays except that the selective ion etching should be finished before the removal of the polymer/nanosphere hybrid film. The detailed fabrication process has been described in Ref. 24 . Here, we use a-Si:H as a test platform for the photonic nanopattern design, but our approach is broadly applicable to other thin-film solar cell material systems. To systematically study both optical and electronic properties of designed solar cells simultaneously, Li et al. 25 and Deceglie et al. 26 have demonstrated the combination of electrodynamic simulations and carrier transport calculations. In this paper, we used our in-house developed threedimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) program 27, 28 combined with 3D finite element Poisson and drift-diffusion (DDCC) solver 29 to analyze the performance of anti-ring cells with different pitches. With this fully 3D model, we identified the critical light-trapping design principles and indicated the influence of nanopattern on surface and interface recombinations. Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the anti-ring structure, where the hexagonal anti-ring nanopattern is fabricated on the surface of the glass substrate. A 120-nm-thick silver film and a 160-nm-thick ZnO:Al layer are then deposited above the nano-patterned glass substrate. To avoid the inaccurate use of material parameters leading to an unreasonable result, we choose to use the a-Si:H as the thin film material since all parameters and material properties are well known 19 and studied. Therefore, we can focus on the optimization of device structure instead of discussing the material quality. However, the result can be applied on most thin film technologies with a small modification. The p-i-n a-Si:H layer with thickness 180 nm and indium tin oxide (ITO) layer with thickness 50 nm are deposited accordingly. To simulate the hexagonal anti-ring arrays, the triangular lattice periodic boundary condition (PBC) 30 was used in our 3D FDTD program, and the nanodomes inside the nanoholes with diameter D h were approximated by half-ellipsoids with the major axis e l and semi-minor axis h fixed to 100 nm ( Fig. 1(b) ). We have designed a series of samples with different pitches P and fixed the ratio of e l /D h to be roughly equal to 0.7. The detailed parameters are summarized in Table I . In addition, the dielectric constant of the SiO 2 was set at 1.47, while those of other materials were modeled with Drude-Lorentz dispersion. 31 Both polarizations of the incident light were simulated to resemble as an unpolarized source. The optical generation rate G opt (k) was then calculated in the range of 300-800 nm with about 10 nm spectral resolution using
where h is the reduced Planck constant, x is the photon frequency,P is the polarization, 00 is the imaginary part of the permittivity, andẼ is the electric field. By weighting the calculated G opt (k) with respect to the AM 1.5G spectrum, the solar spectrum weighted G opt,AM1.5 (k) is obtained. Then, we also calculated the generation current density J opt (k) by integrating G opt,AM1.5 (k) over the a-Si:H region. Finally, The integration of J opt (k) in the range of 300-800 nm gives us the information of the total absorbed light current in a-Si:H region J opt .
Figure 2(a) shows the spectra of J opt (k)/J Sun (k) for the flat and designed samples, where J Sun (k) is the maximal photocurrent density that can be generated under the full absorption of the solar spectrum. In the case of the flat cell, one can see a broad hump around 500 nm and a major peak around 670 nm. The broad hump around k ¼ 500 nm originates from the adequate absorption of the solar spectrum within the a-Si:H layer around this wavelength, where a significant part of solar energy may be absorbed by the ITO layer at the wavelength shorter than 400 nm. The peak around k ¼ 670 nm is associated with the second order Fabry-Perot resonances within the a-Si:H layer, which can be seen from the distribution of the modulus of the electric field, jẼj, showing a clear standing-wave pattern with one node in the middle of the active absorber layer (Fig. 3(a) ). On the other hand, the variations of J opt (k) for different periodic nanostructured samples are quite distinct in the broad hump range and in the longer wavelength range. Around the broad hump (400 nm to 550 nm range), the enhancement of J opt (k) compared with the flat reference is largest for sample P200 and gradually decreases as P increases. According to Battaglia et al., 5 large-angle scattering can be enhanced by increasing the aspect ratio of the structural features. Since h is fixed at 100 nm, the larger pitch sample (larger e l ) will result in a smaller aspect ratio, thereby degrading the absorption efficiency. For the longer wavelength range, samples P200 to P1000 exhibit prominent peaks with a redshift trend as P increases. For example, one can see a major peak around 680 nm for sample P200. According to the jẼj distribution shown in Fig. 3(b) , this peak is associated with the focusing effect of the nanodome shape, where the location and the strength of the focusing hot spot is close related to the interplay between the wavelength and the curvature of the nanodome. Therefore, once the focusing hot spot is concentrated within the active absorber layer, the generation rate can be greatly enhanced. In addition, two peaks can be seen around k ¼ 650 nm and k ¼ 685 nm for sample P400, and they redshift to k ¼ 670 nm and k ¼ 700 nm, respectively, for sample P500. The jẼj distributions shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) display that the shorter wavelength peak is caused by the aforementioned focusing effect, while the longer wavelength peak is associated with the second order Fabry-Perot resonances. For sample P700, these two peaks converge into one peak around k ¼ 710 nm, and therefore achieving the largest J opt among these samples (Table II) . Fig. 3 (e) also demonstrates the features for both the focusing hot spots in the central part and the second order standing wave patterns for the FabryPerot resonances. Moreover, the resonant positions for these two mechanisms again slightly deviate for sample P800, so a small hump can be seen around k ¼ 760 nm. When P ¼ 1000 nm, the J opt (k)/J Sun (k) spectra become flat, and its near-field feature is similar to that of the flat cell ( Fig. 3(f) ). Next, the calculated G opt,AM1.5 (k) was implemented into our 3D DDCC solver to calculate the final power conversion efficiency. Since the electrical parameters such as bandgap, effective mass, mobility, and carrier lifetime of the p-i-n a-Si:H are needed as input information, we have obtained a set of reasonable data by fitting the J-V characteristics of experiment sample based on fabrication parameters and some related studies. 19 Figure 2(c) shows the 3D finiteelement method (FEM) mesh for the a-Si:H solar cell, where only the p-i-n layers were considered in analyzing the carrier transport phenomenon. The calculated external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the photocurrent density-voltage (J-V) curves for both the nano-structured cells and the flat reference are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) , respectively. Based on these J-V curves, the standard solar cell performance parameters such as short-circuit current (J sc ), open-circuit voltage (V oc ), fill factor (FF), and conversion efficiency (g) are summarized in Table II . Here, one can notice that sample P200 has the smallest J sc , which is even worse than the flat reference, and its EQE spectrum displays a significant reduction compared with other cells. However, according to Table II, we can see that its J opt still exceeds the value of the flat reference. This implies that the P200 nano-pattern indeed enhance the absorption within the active layer. However, the   FIG. 3 . The jẼj distributions for (a) the flat reference at k ¼ 670 nm, (b) sample P200 at k ¼ 680 nm, (c) sample P500 at k ¼ 670 nm, (d) sample P500 at k ¼ 700 nm, (e) sample P700 at k ¼ 710 nm, and (f) sample P1000 at k ¼ 650 nm. generated photocurrent has difficulty being efficiently collected by the electrodes. To explore the loss mechanism, we examined the non-radiative and radiative recombination profiles for these cells. Taking sample P1000 as a comparison, we found that both the non-radiative and radiative recombination profiles for sample P200 (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ) are not only stronger but also penetrating deeper into the i-Si layer than those for sample P1000 (Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)), especially near the nanodome. In view of such profiles, a question then naturally emerges: What causes the non-radiative and radiative recombinations in the deep i-layer? Here, we should notice that due to the same electrical parameters, we used for these samples, this question is irrelevant to the inducing trap centers or degrading the material quality caused by the poor layer conformality during the fabrication process of the high aspect ratio structure. 15, 32 We analyzed the potential profiles for samples P200 and P1000 at 0 V bias (Figs. 4(c) and 4(f) ), respectively, and found the effective n-type flat band region for sample P200 is extended much deeper than that for sample P1000, which almost reaches to the middle of the i-layer. This is because the coverage of ITO electrode above the nano-pattern absorber layer is similar to metallic-shell/ dielectric-core structure. 33 The metallic-shell will screen the outer potential fluctuation, thus making the potential uniform inside the core. Therefore, the recombination loss increases owing to the extensive low-field flat-band region. As the major axis e l of half-ellipse increases, this effect becomes more indistinct (Fig. 4(f) ). In addition, despite of the sample P200, the performance of samples P400 to P1000 shows a reasonable trend. For example, J sc is basically proportional to J opt , where sample P700 reaches the maximum value due to the overlapping of the focusing effect and Fabry-Perot resonances. However, if we compare the enhancement ratio of J sc and J opt , sample P400 still suffers the metallic-shell shadowing effect slightly, and this effect is minimized at sample P1000 case. Besides, both V oc and FF depend on the pitch but show a different trend. As we know, the FF is closely related to the nonradiative recombination. Since the metallic shell shadowing effect strongly increases the nonradiative recombination in the n and i layers, the FF decreases in small P cases. The V oc , on the other hand, is associated with the current flow path length, where the smaller P cases have some shorter paths for carriers to flow out to the contacts. The overall effect results in the optimized efficiency of 9.81% for the sample P700.
In conclusion, our model predicts an optimized g ¼ 9.81%, J sc ¼ 15.09 (mA/cm 2 ), V oc ¼ 0.94 (V), and FF ¼ 68.84% for P ¼ 700 nm (e l ¼ 420 nm). With the help of our 3D models, we systematically studied the optical and electronic effect of the anti-ring structure as the back reflector for thin-film solar cells. For the optical optimization, we found the key factor relies on the design with the resonances of the focusing effect and the Fabry-Perot modes overlapped. For the electronic property, the topography of the nanopattern has a significant influence on the potential profiles, where a high aspect-ratio pattern may result in an extensive effective flat-band region due to the metallic shell shadowing effect. Meanwhile, the enlarging low-field flat-band region facilitates the radiative and non-radiative recombinations to happen and degrades the photocurrent collecting efficiency. ), the non-radiative recombination rates (cm 
